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Abstract– In this paper, an array calibration method focusing on Direction of Arrival (DOA) on
narrowband signals is presented. An array calibration procedure expresses adaptive beam forming
and direction finding, which includes unknown phase and gain perturbation of the active sensor.
The main purpose of this study is estimation of DOA on two or more known signal sources using
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) method. Due to ILC learning ability, the amount of required
calculations decreases. Furthermore, ILC method has a simple structure for working on-line. As
ILC is a model-free method, it requires little modeling knowledge, making it suitable for use in
DOA. In this paper, a new method is proposed for finding DOA of long distance targets in sonar
systems. Moreover, in the last section the simulation results approves improvement in performance
of the proposed method and helps show the capabilities of the method presented.
Keywords– DOA estimation, iterative learning control, active sonar and radar

1. INTRODUCTION
Increase of the accuracy and speed of target detection is an important goal in sonar and radar systems.
Currently, a high-resolution frequency method that is being used for detection, is mainly based on the
structure of the distribution function of the Cohen family [1]. This article introduces a new method for
finding DOA in multi-input, multi-output sonar systems and array signals in active sensor devices.
In active sonars and radars, estimation of DOA in presence of noise requires a high resolution and a
robust method. Since ILC is a robust optimal method in various control fields [2], it is appropriate for
solving DOA problem in active sonar and radar system.
Uncertainty in array manifold sensors can be expressed in one or any combination of parameters such
as location, frequency, gain & phase and mutual coupling with sensor. These errors are inevitable in
practical systems. Since the uncertainty is in the actual array system, the array manifold is only nominal
and not true. Therefore, estimation of the true one is required before processing array data [3].
Furthermore, in most of the published papers, it was supposed that the array manifolds in the field of array
processing systems are known [3].
In this paper, we focus on the narrow-band signals. Of course, we know that in order to find DOA on
wide-band signals the output of each sensor can be converted into a narrow-band signal with the aid of
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and filter banks [4]. Therefore, wide-band signal and its applications will be
discussed.
Since the new method that is presented in this paper has not been used for sensor calibration on sonar
or other applications, we will look at the history of this method, which has been employed in control
systems.
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Today, in modern technology smart control systems play an effective role in the development and
improvement of industries. Therefore, by developing science and technology, industries are built with
intelligent control algorithms which are aimed to improve the safety and operation of machines. In control
engineering, studies on learning control are inspired by human capabilities and behavior. The main feature
being employed in control engineering is the use of control signals to improve system performance.
Iterative Learning Control (ILC) is a new field and yet stabilized in the control. In 1978 in Japan,
Uchyama published the basic idea of iterative learning control in Japanese language. Later, in 1984 and
1989, Arimoto, Kawamura, et al and Goodwin, et al presented the exact definition of ILC in English [5-6].
ILC has a large number of control applications, such as robotics, control task, etc [7].
The main idea behind ILC is derived from the ability of human learning. Human beings learn by
rehearsing until the end of practice. The basic idea of ILC is that when the earliest trial is completed, the
algorithm uses earliest trial outputs, inputs and errors to improve performance from trial to trial.
Although all previous references for application of ILC are in control field, in this paper, control
aspects are not considered and the proposed method focuses on calibration.
By storing the error signal and control input in previous iterations, ILC method calculates a new
command. Thus, learning process in ILC method, is similar to human memory. There is a difference
between ILC and other methods, using the idea of learning such as adaptive control and neural networks.
The idea of adaptive control and neural networks is to modify the controller that is a system itself. On the
other hand, in ILC the input control signal is modified at each iteration.
Note that in this article we talk about calibration process. Therefore, we try to perform a repetitive
process of the calibration method, which is used with ILC. The adjustable complex vector weights in each
dimension can be improved.
In this paper, ILC method is introduced and is employed along with Weighted Iterative Learning
Control (WILC) to solve DOA problem. Afterwards, WILC is compared with the Weighted Least Means
Square (WLMS) and Weighted Recursive Least squares (WRLS) methods. Finally, the effect of WILC
method on Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) is evaluated.
2. DOA CALIBRATION METHODS
a) DOA signal model
To define an array reference in a sonar system coordinate in Fig. 1 consider a narrow-band sonar system
with arbitrarily N radiation transmitting sources and M receiving sensors for the sonar identical system. In
addition, we can assume a wide-band sonar system with N transmitting orthogonal sources and decompose
output of the sonar identical system by using an N point FFT in each segment into the L segment. Targets
of DOA are assumed to be in the far field of the array.
In Fig. 2, the structure of the L segment narrow-band array is shown. The array response into the
plant waveform in direction of (φ, ɸ) is defined as:
, ,
Where

∗

(1)

, ,

is Hermitain transpose and W is adjustable complex vector weights of L dimensional:
…
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Fig. 1. Arrayy and wave coo-ordinates

Fig. 2. Signal
S
structurre for narrowbband beam forrming

Based on Fiig. 2 we can introduce:

Y W
Where T is transposed and
a
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is a vector of L dimennsional:
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where c is thhe propagatiion of wave speed
s
and
an array:

, ,∅ ,

sin ∅ sin ∅

(7)

is a com
mplex response of receivin
ng sensor siggnals with
|

And in

cos ∅ sin

(6)

|

(8)

is sensor locatiion (distancee between sennsor 1 and n)). Accordingg to Fig. 1 wee have:
(9)

is the proppagation of wave
w
delay between ntth sensors and
a mth souurces. In Figg. 1, with
where
w
simplificatioon we can write:
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sin

cos

(10)

The output of nth sensorr elements caan be writtenn as:
(11)
where
iss mth emitterr signal sourcce and is ith
i sensor nooise sample additive.
a
aree mutually
1
exclusive. B
By employing Fourier traansforms, thee output signaal in the freq
quency domaain will be:
1

(12)

√

Using ILC method, we find that W is a correlaation of steerring vector inn each way. Output patteern signal
can be introoduced as:
(13)

∗

where

is ssteering vector.

b) Iterative learning
In mosst repetitive processes,
p
iteerative learniing algorithm
ms are well-kknown methoods. In contrrol theory,
they are usuually used fo
or repetitive trajectory
t
traacking probleems, but theyy are not lim
mited to thesee cases. In
this case, itt is known as
a an iterative learning co
ontrol (ILC)) [2]. Inspireed from hum
man learning, the main
idea of ILC
C is using conntrol input frrom previous force of eaach iteration to improve the performaance from
iteration to iteration. Co
onvergence of
o algorithmss is the most important matter.
m
Thereffore, in this section
s
we
nce conditionns.
drive equatiion of ILC too find stabilitty convergen

Fig. 3. ILC structuure

Consideringg Fig. 3 and Eq.
E (12), we can assume the closed looop system model
m
as:
x t

G θ ∗u t

η

(14)

Where
is a  n m  transfer function in terms of anngle, which explains
e
the relationshipp between
input-outpuut in each iteeration and
denotes thhe noise com
mponent. Furrthermore, uk-1(t) and xk(t) denote
input and ouutput of the system in thee previous saample as illuustrated in Fiig. 3. G θ is the transfer function
in Laplace ddomain, whicch has frequeency charactteristics as:
(15)
Where
is the mag
gnitude charaacteristic and
d
is thee phase charaacteristic.
As it can
c be seen, this configuuration may be
b used in evvery feedbacck and closeed loop form
m of signal
processing pproblems as well as contrrol problemss.
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Let us introduce the Laplace transform of the ILC law as follows:
γ∗

u

(16)

s ∗

Equation (16) provides an estimation of the present value of input from data provided by the previous
sample. Where γ and ψ s are the learning gain and the compensator in the Laplace domain, respectively.
In Eq. (15), e is the error at k-1th iteration. The frequency characteristic of learning compensator is.
(17)

jw

where k w is the magnitude characteristic and θ w is the phase characteristic. In order to find the
condition of error tracking in ILC, we have:
(18)
Where S(s) and X s are source signals (reference trajectory) and output sensor signals (plant output at
iteration k), respectively. By replacing X s from Eq. (14) and substituting uk(s) by Eq. 16, we have:
(19)
Therefore, Eq. (18) can be rewritten as:
1
1

γ

(20)
(21)

γ

(22)
According to Goh, (1994) [8] and Hideg & Judd, (1988) [9], after taking
norm of side of the above
equation and using Schwarz’s theorem in Inequality matrix, the tracking error at steady state and
converge, if the condition below is satisfied:
1 & lim

According to condition of G

1 and if γ
γ

90°

0

→

(23)

0 [10]
2cos
∗ 360°

(24)
90° ;

0, 1, 2, 3, ⋯

(25)

According to Yongqiang Ye, et al. (2009) [10], condition of Eq. (25) is critical since when the
condition is satisfied we could always find a (learning gain) sufficiently small to satisfy Eq. (24). So the
frequency range in which condition (25) holds, ultimately learnable band is named. For minimum phase
is normally negative and
0 and according to
at Eq. (21),
systems, in condition (25)
1 so that
must provide positive phase. For non-minimum phase systems that start from 360 at dc,
must be positive again. In either
∗ 360° is 0 at dc and negative at other frequencies, where
case, development phase is needed to ensure a wider learnable band. This ensures higher tracking
accuracy.
According to Hebb rule [11-12] and Eq. (3), adaptive law for weighted vector can be defined as:

W k ( jw ) W k 1   X k ( jw )e k* ( jw )

(26)

where  and e are constant gain and error, respectively. That e (error) will be introduced in Eq. (19)
and * is conjugated matrix.
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ILC has six typess: Proportionnal (P), Derivative (D)), Proportionnal-Derivativve (PD), Inttegral (I),
PI) and Propoortional-Integgral-Derivatiive (PID). More
M
details on
o the aforem
mentioned
Proportionaal-Integral (P
types of ILC
C can be foun
nd in [2, 13-14]. Furtherm
more, the conncept and staability of ILC
C are discusssed in [2].
ILC method
m
works in both tim
me interval and discretee-time domaains. In all types
t
of ILC
C method,
optimal gainns for approoximation aree unknown. Therefore, by
b altering  (the learninng gain), connvergence
speed and accuracy caan be changeed. For exam
mple, smalleer values off  decrease learning speed
s
and
v versa. Inn [15], details on the trade off betweeen smoothin
ng noise inteensity and
increase acccuracy and vice
uniform distribution of convergence
c
e in ILC by choosing learrning gain caan be found.
ocus on tradittional P, D and
a PD-typess of ILC for solving
s
DOA
A problem.
In this paper, we fo
c) D-type IL
LC
Since the derivativve of error is used in D-type,
D
feweer numbers of iterationss are requireed for the
pared to P-tyype. In 19844, Arimoto et
e al. [5] prooposed the
tracking proocess, Also, less error iss made comp
learning law
w of D-typee. In 2001 and
a 2005 by
y Chen et al
a and Wangg et al. [16--17], the connvergence
condition off D-type in Laplace
L
dom
main was derived and finaally in 2009 it
i was revised
d by Yongqiiang Ye et
al. [10]. In a similar fashhion for D-tyype according to Fig. 4 we
w have:

Fig. 4. D-type struccture
L
1

L

(27)
1

(28)

Finally, we have:
180°

∗ 360°

0° ;

0, 1, 2,, 3, ⋯

(29)

d) P-type IL
LC
The sccheme of (28) is called P-type, sincce a derivative is obvioously not useed for trackking error.
According to
t D-type and
d with slightt manipulatioon of D-type equations, for
fo P-type (Fiig. 5) we havve:

Fig. 5. P-type structture
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1

(31)

and
90°

3 °
∗ 360

90° ;

0, 1, 2,, 3, ⋯

(32)

e) PD-type IILC
In the improved control schem
me, PD-type of ILC is the
t full form
m of the P-tyype and PD feedback
control usinng current trracking errorr since PD-tyype ILC woorks with preevious trackiing error forr updating
laws. In this scheme, th
he control law
w for next itteration is obbtained from
m the controll input inform
mation on
d
o the error. The
of
T PD-typee of ILC is ooffered for
current iteraation and thee first and hiigher-order derivatives
nonlinear syystems withh perturbationn [18-19]. With
W combinnation of P&
&D-type, for PD-type (F
Fig. 6) we
have:

Fig. 6. PD-type struccture

1

By employiing frequencyy characterisstics
L

L

L

L

1

(34)

cos

(35)

L

have:
h
90°

c
2 cos
L

(33)

L

L

2

√2

45°

(36)

0, 1, 2,, 3, ⋯

(37)

cos

and
45°

3 °
∗ 360

45° ;

3. SIMUL
LATION RE
ESULT
Now we tryy to extend the
t aforemenntioned contrrol algorithm
ms to a DOA
A problem. Consider
C
a linnear array
with n=8 ssensors for N=500
N
(N denotes
d
the number of samples), d=
=λ/2 (λ is wavelength)
w
and m=2
represents ffar-field sourrce that workks in f=50 Hzz, with SNR 10dB for each source. Two
T targets are
a located
in
20
0 and
2 . We use IL
20
LC to find DOA,
D
we usee i=200 in which
w
i showss number off iterations
in ILC methhod. In Fig. 7 - learning curve
c
is show
wn for P, D and
a PD-type..
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Fiig. 7. Normaliized learning curve.
c
P-Typee, D-Type, PD
D-Type WILC

In Fig. 8 noormalized DO
OA is shownn for three typpes of ILC (P, D and PD
D), WMLS an
nd RLS withh the same
iteration andd the same parameters.
p

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 8.
8 Normalized direction
d
of arriival. (a) WRLS
S. (b) WLMS. (cc) D-Type WIL
LC.
(d) P-Type WILC.
W
(e) PD-T
Type WILC
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In Fig. 9 squuare error off WILC is shhown in the laast iteration (i=300), Fig.. 10 exhibits the mean vaalue of the
array squaree error for WILC,
W
WLMS
S and WRLS
S, respectivelly in each iteeration.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Square error in
i the last iteraation (i=300).. (a) P-Type WILC.
W
(b) D-T
Type WILC. (c) PD-Type WILC
W

Fig. 10. Mean
M
value off array square error versus itteration

In Fig. 11, root mean square erroor (RMSE) is presentedd in terms of
o ranging from
f
-60dB to 60dB.
Simulation results of alll five methodds are averagged form 1000 Monte Carllo runs [20]. RMSE is defined as
1

2
2
^
*

2
E
{

(
k
)


}
m
  m

 m 1

^

(38)

*

Where  annd m are estiimations of  in the kth run of Monte Carlo and number
n
of soources, respeectively.
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Fig. 11. RMSE versuss SNR

4. CO
ONCLUSIO
ON
Iterative Leearning Contrrol is a poweerful methodd in control systems.
s
In th
his paper thiis method waas used as
a new innovvative metho
od for DOA estimation.
e
Itt was employyed for Narroow-band andd wide-band sonar and
radar system
ms. In contrrol applicatiion, ILC meethod was uused for traccking the reeference trajectory by
repeating inn a finite tim
me interval. IL
LC has a sim
mple structuree and high computationa
c
al speed, whiich makes
it suitable fo
for online sysstems. ILC iss a free-model method; thhus, little mo
odel knowleddge is requireed. In this
paper, two w
well-known basic methoods, WLMS and WRLS, were applied to DOA problem and compared
with WILC
C. Finally, thee effect of providing
p
WIILC was invvestigated usiing an exam
mple of DOA
A problem.
C abilities in DOA
D
probleem.
Simulation results proveed the WILC
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